
MeshPanel Display Walls for the E-Z UP and other Pop-up Canopies

Parts:

(3) 115” wide MeshPanels for E-Z Up
(1) Vinyl Carry Bag  

*NOTE: Carry bag is designed to keep your panels clean. 
  Do not use carry bag for storing or carrying poles or parts.

Before hanging your MeshPanels, you'll need to install the StaBar stabilizing bars on your E-Z Up 
or other pop-up canopy. Follow separate instruction included with StaBars.  

1. Unroll a panel so that you are holding all 4 metal hooks at the top edge, keeping the panel folded once.

2. Attach two of the hooks to the E-Z Up frame. 

3. Now unfold panel and attach two hooks on the other half.

4. Wrap top buckle straps around the “X” of the frame, and 
click together. Do not pull tightly as this will raise the 
aluminum hooks of off the framework. Adjust buckle straps so 
that top edge of panel hangs straight across.

-top buckle strap-

For “2 Diamond” style frames

* If you are installing the panels using an Upper StaBar Kit on your pop-up canopy: attach first two hooks 
to Upper StaBar, then unfold panel and attach remaining hooks to StaBar pole. Skip to step 5.
**The first time you hang the panels on the Upper StaBars, you will need to tap the hooks at the ends 
gently with a hammer to fit them over the corner joints of the StaBar Kit.. 



6. Finish attaching panel by buckling straps at bottom edge of panel to the lower horizontal 
StaBar, pulling snug to smooth the panel.

5.  Wrap Velcro straps at sides around the legs, pulling the panel taut as you go. Begin with the 
top two straps on each side, then attach the bottom pairs.

-side Velcro strap-
-bottom buckle straps-

The specially woven and heat-treated mesh of your Mesh Panels will support items up to 15 pounds using a 
pair of S-hooks (we recommend using 2 hooks for every item, regardless of weight, for secure hanging). 
For heavier or bulkier items, use our Straphangers (find them online at flourishdisplays.com)

*Remember to use your carry bag for the panels only! Do not use for storing or carrying poles or parts.

7. When packing up always re-attach Velcro straps to themselves while removing panel. This will make 
your job easier the next time you set up and it will prolong the life of your MeshPanel.

Hanging Artwork


